How to… put everything
into practice
Shirin Seehra finishes off Designclinic’s series of ‘how to...’ guides with a case study
of a recently completed project
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You’re probably thinking this doesn’t look like your average
dental practice. That’s because it is not average in any way at
all.
And neither are dental duo, Dan and Sam Smith, who started
this new practice in the affluent north London suburb of Mill Hill.
They were keen to offer their patients an exceptional experience,
so Dan and Sam asked Designclinic to come up with a layout and
an interior design scheme that would provide their patients with
an intimate spa-like experience in a unique environment.

Finding the ideal property
Having spent months searching, they found a property within
close proximity to Mill Hill high street. Originally a two-storey
house, the size perfectly matched their requirements. Its location
was ideal – set within a quiet residential street with ample parking
yet highly visible from the high street.
However, the property certainly needed a makeover. It was in a
neglected state and was crying out for an overhaul. It needed D1
class use in order for it to operate as a dental practice, but keen not
to let this opportunity pass, Dan and Sam purchased the property.
They had taken a huge risk, but Designclinic applied its
knowledge and understanding of planning law to make sure the
premises gained the necessary permissions.
Undeterred by the planning obstacles and scope of works
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required to transform this tired property into a stunning dental
practice, the couple had a clear vision for the end result.
‘We didn’t want that stark white clinical feel that so many
practices have,’ says Sam. ‘We decided to go straight to Designclinic
as we knew that the team would give us a much more inspiring and
sophisticated practice.’

Achieving the best design
The existing property needed a fair amount of internal alterations to
meet Sam and Dan’s needs. Although on a tight budget, Designclinic
knew that this kind of investment would have long-term benefits.
The premises were extended at the rear and walls knocked down to
open up the interior and increase the sense of space.
The ground floor practice layout has been designed as a series of
unregimented and interconnected spaces. It consists of a reception
area and consultation room leading through to a waiting area and
treatment room at the rear. The layout on the first floor consists of
two further rooms, which Sam and Dan plan to use as treatment
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Practice design
rooms in the future. There is also a fully functioning
decontamination room on this floor that currently serves the
practice and will continue to do so as it expands. The loft space was
converted to incorporate a self-contained flat on the third floor.
It was Dan and Sam’s faith in Designclinic’s team that has
enabled the building to be maximised to its full potential. ‘We
trusted in the decisions that the Designclinic team made and just let
them guide us,’ says Dan. ‘They thought through all elements of the
design process from the initial brief to the final stages of the build.
The practice functions just as we wanted it to. It looks great, too. It’s
a pleasure to come to work’.

The patient experience
Ecladent is all about the patient experience. The painted grey
frontage and black window frames present a strong image for the
practice – and the inside is just as visually exciting.
The patient’s journey starts with a beautiful dark timber entrance
door that opens into the front lobby. A polished brass pendant light
hangs alongside a beautiful 1950s photographic print. Light filters
through dark timber window shutters and the tinted mirror ceiling
heightens the space and adds a touch of luxury. This understated
glamour sets the mood of what lies ahead.
The projecting curved detail on the front of the reception desk is
repeated in the full height screen behind. Here the curve has been
reversed and acts as a recess for the door knob when the sliding door
is fully opened. The tall grey screen forms the backdrop to the
reception area, giving visitors a sense of arrival while also concealing
a sliding door that closes off an inconspicuous consultation area.
The colour palette of black and grey make this space feel quite
dramatic and professional, yet at the same time the space is peaceful
and calming. Gentle lighting and drapery soften the experience and
add warmth. There is a seamless transition to the waiting area,
which elicits a different set of responses. Candles on the central
coffee table are alight and there is relaxing music playing in the
background. You could easily be forgiven for thinking you’re in a
day spa, not a dental practice. The warm, light wood floors, the soft
grey and bone-white walls, the intimate lighting and the
upholstered furniture all create an ambient, relaxing atmosphere.
A large central window overlooks a calming courtyard that acts as
the perfect backdrop to the room.
The brass pendant seen in the lobby reappears in one corner
above a bench seat. Deep blue hues in the artwork and furniture
punctuate the calming, neutral colour palette throughout. A round
mirror on one of the walls bounces natural light around the room,
doubling the spectacle of furniture and objects in the process. A
recess has been created along one wall to accommodate a run of
black cabinetry. This dark unit adds drama and anchors the soft
colour palette.

Photographic
artwork on the walls of
serene water scenes
were carefully selected,
too. ‘The aim was to
offer an escape for our
patients,’ says Sam.
And the sense of
escapism is even
carried through into
the main treatment
room at the rear of the
property where glass
double doors lead out
onto a much cared for
English garden. ‘Now I
can combine my two
passions, dentistry and
gardening,’ says Dan.
The view is not just for the patients but also for Sam and Dan to
enjoy.

Incorporating the branding
The ethos of the practice was to offer a high level of service to their
patient base that was both personal and professional. The interior
design reflected this already. The next step was to focus on the
branding. Designclinic worked closely with Sam and Dan’s graphic
designer to ensure that the logo design and branding complemented
the interior.
The chosen colours of the branding, the lettering and the
placement of the logo at the front of the practice as well as in the
reception area were all collectively decided between Designclinic,
the graphic designer and the practice team. The end result is a
wholly unified scheme.

Final words
Visiting Ecladent is a unique and memorable experience. Each area
of the practice has a different mood and feel, giving a sense of
continual discovery and adventure as patients pass from room to
room. The careful consideration to all design aspects, both internal
and external, have been drawing patients in making it a truly
successful business. For more information about the practice, please
visit www.ecladent.co.uk. PD
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